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During the day, tourists had to walk around guidebooks and phrases as they looked like they were spinning towards crucified maps and wandering aimlessly, trying to find their way or a decent place to eat. While it may still be easy to choose tourists, at least you do not need to withdraw all these facilities.
Now all you need is a smartphone and these apps in Rome (and maybe an extra pack of batteries.) Even if you turn off roaming aloud and data while traveling by sea, your smartphone can still be convenient for more than a camera when you travel. I have a number of mobile apps that I recommend when
traveling internationally, but here some specific rome apps to download before you go on a trip. 10 Rome Annexes 1. Metro Rome - if you plan to use the subway, some kind of Metro app is crucial. I chose Rome Metro because it was cheap and provides lists of stations for lines A and B, maps and a list
of attractions with the nearest metro stops (very useful!) 2. Learn Italian – another important is the Italian phrases app. Whoever you go to, just make sure you select the one that works offline and download the content before you go (if necessary). To learn languages before the trip, I downloaded both
Mindsnacks Italian and DuoLingo Italian, and we listened to the Italian survival podcast. 3. Rome Pocket Guide - this app will give you audio-driven walking tours around Rome with a number of routes to choose from. They offer app purchases for different cities and each city is $5.99. 4. Rome mTrip – I've
been a for mTrip before, but this app is a combination of offline maps, destination guide, itinerary and travel diary. I used the Barcelona and Madrid editions when we went to Spain and found them invaluable in finding the way. Before the trip, I created our itinerary using the app. Then, while we're out, the
app provides offline maps and expected times for walking, driving, or public transportation between destinations. If you want, you can write reviews, upload photos and create a diary of your trip. Each city guide is $4.99. 5. Rick Steve Audio Europe - I'm a big fan of Rick Steve podcasts and guides and his
app offers excursion walking tours of popular attractions in Rome such as the Colosseum, Forum, Jewish Ghetto, Pantheon, St. Peter's and the Sistine Chapel. So if you don't want to hire a tour guide, this could be the next best thing. 6. LivItaly Tours – this new app from one of my favorite travel
companies offers a review (with a map) of some of Rome's popular or more touring attractions. The real wow factor is with their virtual reality features, which can only be unlocked when you're on one of their 7. Eat Italy – now eat! One of my favorite apps to try to find restaurants a short distance hiking
trail is Eat Eat by Elizabeth Minchili. Elizabeth is a writer, blogger and guide to culinary excursions. It will even create a personalized eating route for you if you have the money. 8. Katie Parla Rome – another blogger with her own food app for Rome is Katie Parla. I find the interface of this app harder to
work with but I like both, as both do not always agree on what are the best restaurants and it is good to get another opinion. 9. Italian set-top box menu – Italy is probably one of the easiest countries to travel to, because most of us are quite familiar with the menu. Someday I'll have to tell you the story of
how an app like this would save my husband a lot of shame in France! It provides an alphabetical index of foods and their descriptions, so you can decide whether this is really what you want to eat or not. drinking water - Rome has public fountains throughout the city, so instead of buying water bottles,
you can bring with a reusable bottle and this app can help you find where to fill it. You won't be able to use the find button without including data or being in WiFi coverage, but you can still zoom in on the map to find something nearby. PIN THIS Do you have any favorite apps of Rome for travelers you
would recommend? If so, leave a note in the comments below. Pictured: The photo is courtesy of Stephen Vance via Flickr Creative Commons License and has been edited for size. This post contains affiliate links. If you make a purchase, I may receive a small commission. SaveSave
SaveSaveSaveSave Section in Rome Rome is one of a kind. No other city - even Athens, Istanbul, London or New York - has as many world-class places as Rome. The walk along via del Fori Imperial to the Colosseum will impress even the most spoiled and spoiled teenagers. The city has so much to
offer: besides Roman heritage, there are also medieval quarters, well-designed squares, flower markets and the Vatican with St. Peter's Basilica. Read more about the best of Rome. Far from the bustle of Rome, this park is marked by the remains of two ancient aqueducts that once carried water. Both
aqueducts were built by the Romans and are worth riding in the suburbs of Rome. Italy not only attracts tourists with the beauty of its landscapes and mesmerizing ancient sites: Italy's exquisite cuisine and passion for everything culinary is, perhaps, an even more powerful twist. To get a taste of local
cuisine and learn how to design your own culinary masterpiece, consider joining a cooking lesson. Here are some vendors in Rome: Gianni &amp;cesare www.cookwithusinrome.com +39 333 271 3822 Viccolo Sant Onofrio 22 Cooking classes in Rome www.cookingclassesinrome.com Via dei Fienaroli 5
Convivio Rome www.conviviorome.com +39 333 (Whatsapp с⼀⼀о) Monte Monte Street 30 Perhaps Rome's most famous landmark, the massive stone amphitheater was built under Emperor Vespasian in 70-72 and was completed by his son Titus 10 years later. As in the film Gladiator, he hosts
violence and brutal manifestations of gladiatorial battles and wild animal battles, all just to the delight of the crowds. The inauguration lasted 100 days, and some 9,000 animals and 2,000 gladiators were killed during the event. At its peak, this place hosted 87,000 spectators. Today it is the most visited
view of Rome, which never manages to leave visitors fearful. Named after the nearby Spanish Embassy, the Spanish Steps stand in Plaza Espanya with 300 De Monti Square. The monumental staircase is famous for being a gathering point for both tourists and locals who grab a spot on the waterfront
next to the spectacle of Rome's street life after a exhausting day of shopping or sightseeing. In the spring, the Spanish Steps bloom with azalea flowers, making it one of the most photogenic attractions in Rome. The footsteps became known around the world thanks in part to Audrey Hepburn's film A
Roman Holiday and Bob Dylan's song When I Paint My Masterpiece. Note that a new regulation no longer allows everyone to sit on the steps. The Museum of Rome, or Museum of the Rum, which is housed in the neoclassical 18th century Palazzo Braschi, a former headquarters of the National Fascist
Party, received a critical award for its outstanding collection. The museum holds approximately 40,000 works of art depicting the history of Rome from the Middle Ages to the 20th century. After World War II, 300 families were evacuated to this place and many of the murals were damaged by the fires,
which were lit to keep warm. Rome does not fall to Venice and Florence when it comes to art, but this gallery is an exception. The bi-level art gallery, housed in the former Villa Borghese Pinchana, featured masterpieces by famous artists such as Botticelli, Rafael, Caravaggio, Rubens and Tisiano. The
adjacent gardens are as breathtaking as the artwork presented in the gallery. Tip: Due to its popularity, it is strongly recommended to book tickets in advance. In the city center you will find Forum Romanum, which is closed between the hills of Palatine and the Capitol. The open forum is the commercial,
political, social and religious center of Ancient Rome. During the imperial period, emperors such as Julius Caesar and Augusti expanded the forum to include temples, statues and monuments, a Senate house and low courts. Today the Roman Forum is one of the most visited archaeological sites in the
world and offers insights into Roman civilization. An amazing temple of 2,000 years, now a church, the Pantheon is a remarkable building to see when in Rome. The pantheon built temple for all gods, is the best preserved miracle from Ancient Rome. Its main and Charming feature is the design of a dome
and an open oculus, the only source of natural light. Tourists from all over the world gather in the Pantheon to see what Michelangelo has defined as angelic rather than human design. The Pantheon also houses the tomb of the great painter Rafael. The square in front of the Pantheon is called Piazza
della Rotonda. It is located near Piazza Navona and Campo de' Fiori, so to take the opportunity to walk in this area, there is a lot to see. Designed by Salvi and completed by Pannini in 1762, the impressive Trevi Fountain amazes those watching with a height of 26.3 meters (86 feet) and a width of 49.15
meters (161.3 feet), making it the largest Baroque fountain in the city and the most famous in the world. Several films, including Novel Holiday and Fellini's La Dolce Gata, contributed to his fame. In 2016, Fendi chose the fountain as the scene of one of his unforgettable performances, where in a clear
plexiglas track stretched over the Trevi Fountain. Some useful tips before visiting rome's iconic Trevi Fountain: - It is illegal to fish coins from the fountain. - It's forbidden to bathe in the fountain. Rome is home to many amazing churches that have belittled the mind, such as the Mausoleum of St. Nicholas.

The 4th-century church is an example of early Christian art and architecture. Its mosaics of natural elements, such as birds, palm trees and plants, along with a dome, and unusual design make it the ideal setting for couples to exchange their wedding vows. The elongated Piazza Piazza with its three
impressive fountains, including the Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi fountain with an Egyptian obelisk at its center, is Rome's most famous and lively square. Built in 86, the square was a sports stadium and can hold up to over 20,000 spectators. The background of Baroque architecture, tourists, street artists,
restaurants and bars make it the perfect place to take care of the moment. In 1964, Emperor Nero built a palace almost a mile long – stretching from the Hill of Ppina all the way to Oppio Hill. Some parts are covered with gold, gems and have wonderful décor. After Nero's death, everything was full of earth
to erase the tyrant's memory. It was accidentally rediscovered in the 15th century, and today you can go through 30 of Nero's 150 underground rooms. The Vatican is a church state and the smallest country in Europe, both in terms of dimensions and population. Although tiny, the state has 11 notable
museums, including the Sistine Chapel, decorated with Michelangelo (perhaps the greatest gem), St. Peter's Basilica and St. Peter's Square. Marvel the treasures of the Vatican with your booked forward tour and avoid lining in notoriously slow-moving queues. Teatro del Opera di Roma is an opera that is
still its distinctive features of the 19th century. Since its opening in 1880, large works have been presented here, including the premiere of Puccini's Tosca. With its red and gold interiors and immersive history, Teatro dell'Opera di Roma is worth a visit even if the opera house isn't your cup of tea. Please
note that in summer, the charming ruins of the Caracalla baths are the venue for outdoor performances of the opera company. Set in what was once the country's retreat for Pope Julius III, the Etruscan Museum in Rome stores some impressive artifacts of the mysterious Etruscan and Pre-Roman
treasures. The sarcophagus of husbands, depicting an oblique man and woman on his hood, is the masterpiece here and a true example of art from the 6th century BC. The Basilica of San Clemente is more than just a church; This is a real museum, which is house layers and layers of history. Behind the
modest doors of the 12th-century church are the remains of the original basilica dating back to the 2nd century, the remains of a 1st-century Roman villa and breathtaking Byzantine mosaics beautifully adorning the ceiling. Ceiling.
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